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Abstract - Forensic computing is a new branch of science
created to facilitate the decision of the investigator in the case by
examining the evidence obtained in the information systems. In
forensic computing, all devices in hand have a data summary
value (hash). Hash is a numerical value and unique given by the
investigator so that evidence can be considered as evidence in the
court by preventing the integrity of the evidence. In accordance
with Article 134 of the Criminal Procedure Law (CMK), this
numerical value, which is unique to the evidence, should not be
altered in any way. If it changes, the evidence in question is no
longer evidence, and it will not be taken into consideration by the
investigating authority even if it gives a clue about the suspect.
In this study, we expressed hash applications on forensic and
the calculation methods of this numerical value which has great
importance while judgement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I

n recent years, interest in hash functions has been increasing
due to the fact that they are used as infrastructure in virtual
money applications. Thanks to steep rise on information
technologies and ability of faster processors, the use of Hash
equations is diversified like forensic applications. A Hash
value obtained by Hash equations can also be referred to as a
data summary value in forensic computing [1-3].
When the world has become a globally widespread use of
technology, most of the crimes are mostly used in technology
and information equipment, or criminals leave behind
information-based evidence. Developments in the area of
forensic informatics have gained great importance especially
for combating cyber-crime, proving crimes and ensuring
justice [4-5].
In the investigation processes, to determine whether there
is an offense on the evidence, a copy of the data is taken firstly
by considering the software and hardware status of the data.
This process is called as image acquisition [6-7]. All
researches and evaluations are carried out on the image
obtained in order to prevent any deterioration and loss on the
actual evidence. So, it must be ensured that the image does not
deteriorate with the actual evidence. Therefore, at least one
sample is taken from almost all parts of the raw data and a
numerical hash function specific to that evidence is obtained
after applying mathematical and logical algorithms [8-10].

Not to discuss the decisions of the judges, while research
process, protecting the health of the evidences and being sure
any change deliberately or accidentally has utmost importance.
The use of hash functions to ensure that there is no change
between the copies and originals of digital evidence is still
being discussed. A reproducible or replicable hash function
will cause to be discussed the reliability of the digital
evidence. The studies about approving whether the designed
hash equations are reproducible. Regarding some of these
studies, the reliability of some algorithms has been eliminated.
So, the use of that algorithms is prohibited in forensic
informatics applications [10-11].
Forensic informatics is seen as a rapidly developing science
in the last few decades in the world and in our country. In
Turkey, the teams of experts on forensics has been working in
Forensics Specialized Office, where is in the Institute of
Forensic Medicine within the Ministry of Justice. Thanks to
the technical equipment and software available in the office,
expert reports are prepared on the evidence from the courts. In
order to maintain the reliability of the evidences before starting
these processes, the identification number is defined by the
hash functions. This value is calculated by using non-native
programs such as Ditto DX, FTKImager, Multi-Hasher [12].
In this study, the hash functions used in forensic computing
are examined and an algorithm has been proposed for use in
forensic computing.

II. DESIGNING HASH EQUATIONS
Various Hash functions can be described as seen on Table
1., but basically two types of hash functions are used on
forensic informatics, called Message Digest (MD) and Secure
Hash Algorithm (SHA). In the process, efforts were made to
close the security gaps in order to increase the sensitivity to
prove that digital evidence has not changed. Actual active
versions are known as MD5 and SHA1 [13-15].
The use of Hash functions is not limited to checking
whether data is changed only in physical copying. It can also
be controlled by the same method whether the information
delivered over a remote client is changed during the transfer.
Especially, changes in the content of e-mail and add-ons are
also in the interest of forensic informatics. Today, the importance of reliability of data is better understood by considering
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many important data are being used in common scientific
studies overseas under the big data concept. In addition to the
accidental change of data, manipulation-oriented interventions
should be considered in this context [13-16].
As Hash functions are single-sided, it is not possible to
reach the data again with reverse engineering after being
created mathematically [16].

Those values are started by constants. Then main algorithm is
changed every 512 bits of block to generate the value bits. The
processing of a message block consists of four similar stages
called rounds, each round consists of a non-linear function,
modular addition operation and bit-to-left scrolling, and 16
rounds exist to complete the Hash value in the process. F
function, which is changed for every round, has four different
eventuality as seen on Equation 1.-4..

Table 1: This caption is centered.
Type
DES (Unix)
MD5 (Unix)
MD5 (APR)
MD5(phpBB3)
MySQL
MySQL5
MD5
MD%x2
SHA1
SHA256
(Unix)

Code
IvS7aeT4NzQPM
$1$12345678$XM4P3PrKB gKNnTaq
G9P0Tk
$apr1$12345678$auQSX8Mvzt.tdBi4y
6Xgj5
$H$9123456785DAERgALpsri.D9z3ht
120
606717496665bcba
E6CC90B878B948C35E92B003C79C
46C58C4AF40
c4ca4238a0b923820dcc509a6f75849b
28csedde3d61a041511d3b1866f0636
356a192b7913b04c545574d18c28d46e
6395428ab
$5$12345678$jBWLgeYZbSvREnuBr5
s3gp13vqiKSNK1rkTk9zYE1v0

Bitqty
13
34
37
34
16
40
32
32

Figure 1: MD5 Hash function.

40
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55

(2)
III. METHODS OF HASH CALCULATIONS AND OBTAINING
HASH VALUES

(3)

SHA1 is one of well-known Hash equation. If 32 bit of
SHA1 value is wanted to be generated, the procedure will be
followed by using HEXEDECIMAL bites. While the image
acquisition process, the evidence file is divided in 16
independent parts. And the sample data of these parts are
examined with the algorithm for 16 times to get first bit of
Hash value. As seen on Table 1., SHA1 has 40 bit for the Hash
value, so this process is repeated 40 times to achieve the whole
Hash value [17-19].
MD5 is used as another method to calculate Hash value in
forensic informatics. Obtaining Hash value via MD5 method is
represented on Figure 1. MD5 has a total of 64 operations,
applied 16 times from this cycle consisting of 4 rounds. F in
this cycle is a non-linear function. Mi represents a 32-bits
message, and Ki represents a constant generated for each
process. MD5 processes a variable length message as a fixed
length output of 128 bits. The input message is divided into
512-bits block pieces of sixteen 32-bits words. Then the data
length can be divided into 512 bits by adding one extension bit
as 1 to end of the message. Balance of message is completed
by 0 until completing 512 bits except 64 bits, which is real
message. That message is added to the package with 264 modes
[20].
Main MD5 algorithm is divided into four 32 bits words
called A,B, C and D, which are consist of 128 bits completely.

(4)

IV. CONCLUSION
In recent years, step up of information technologies and new
generation microprocessors give an opportunity to solve heavy
and confusing mathematical equations via computational
analysis methods. Hash equations are also one of well-known
confusing mathematical systems. It has new security solutions
in a very unusual field of use. Forensic is also very important
issue to solve the crimes and keep the evidences in secure. So,
in this study we investigated use of Hash equations on
forensic. We proposed detail procedures of actual active
versions are known as MD5 and SHA1 for forensic
informatics. Because of reproducibility risks of SHA1, we
preferred MD5 for forensic applications.
Main MD5 algorithm consists of 32 characters in the Hash
value and every character can be obtained a chain of specific
solution of equations by using likelihood of four different
function. Every character is generated by 512bits of block by
using that algorithm.
In the next study is continuing to obtain a new algorithm.
Using some of optimization technics may give an opportunity
solve the equations more rapidly.
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